Origins and evolution of cell phenotypes in breast tumors.
This study presents a stochastic model that correlates genomic instability with tumor formation. The model describes the time- and space-variant volumetric concentrations of cancer cells of various phenotypes in a breast tumor. The cells of epithelial origin in the cancerous breast tissue are classified into four different phenotypes, normal epithelial cells and the grade 1, grade 2 and grade 3 cancer cell types with increasing potential for growth and invasion. Equations governing the time course of volumetric concentrations of cell phenotypes are derived by using the principle of conservation of mass. Cell migration into and from the stroma is taken into account. The transformations between cell phenotypes are due to genetic inheritance and chromosome aberrations. These transformations are assumed to be stochastic functions of the local cell concentration. The simulations of the model for planar geometry replicate the shapes of human breast tumors and capture the time history of tumor growth in animal models. Simulations point to transformation of tumor cell population from heterogeneous compositions to a single phenotype at advanced stages of invasive tumors. Systematic variations of model parameters in the computations indicate the important roles the migration capacity, proliferation rate, and phenotype transition probability play in tumor growth. The model developed provides realistic simulations for standard breast cancer therapies and can be used in the optimization studies of chemotherapy, radiotherapy, hormone therapy and emerging individualized therapies for cancer.